
Incentives, Events and Rewards



PremStar Incentives Inc. is a full-service supplier of the most iconic 
luxury brands for incentive/sales programs and casino/corporate 
events. PremStar Incentives Inc. streamlines the gift-giving process 
by use of our:

Advanced Technology:
-PremStar’s data feed automatically transmits daily availability and 
pricing directly to your company’s IT department.
-Billing, ordering, and fulfillment processes can be fully automated 
via EDI and API.
-Online search engine, via PremStarInc.com, allows for quick and easy 
product search by price point, product or brand.

Brand Expertise:
-Merchandising experts can suggest a large assortment of iconic 
brand solutions designed to fit your budget for any catalog, sales 
meeting, or corporate event. 

Inventory Management:
-PremStar’s management system ensures gift recipients and clients 
are satisfied by maintaining sufficient inventory until completion of 
every program.
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Premium Incentive, Reward and 
Loyalty Programs
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 Ahava
 Anthony Brands
 Arccos 
 Advanced Lash 
 Aspen Bay
 Baccarat 
 Ben Sherman
 Body Glove
 Bronte Moon
 Capri Blue
 Caterina Italia
 Costa Del Mar
 Daniel Wellington
 Dogeared
 EvoBeaute
 Extreme Optiks
 Fizzics 
 Fortera 
 Foster Grant
 Game Time
 Gargoyles
 

Prestigious Brands

Ginsu
Go Smile
Hampton Sun
Imperial Pearl
Infinity Jewelry 
IronMan
Jones NY
Kenneth Cole
Kenneth Cole Reaction
Lagos
MClip
Michael Aram
Nuvega
Panama Jack
PANDORA
Peter Thomas Roth
Ray-Ban
Sassafras
Sony
Swarovski 
Thymes

 

EXCLUSIVE BRANDS
PANDORA

KENNETH COLE

GINSU

FOSTER GRANT 

BRAND PARTNERS



Casino and Corporate Events

PremStar Incentives Inc. has knowledgeable and qualified staff to host on-
site events for Pandora, Ray-Ban and Kenneth Cole. Our staff manages the 
gift-giving experience from start to finish. Prior to the event, clients work with 
PremStar Incentives Inc.’s brand experts to select their custom product assort-
ment. PremStar creates a hassle-free, fun, memorable event for the client and 
gift recipients. Our team does it all -- from event set-up to tear down including 
shipping, brand displays, and gift distribution.
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Brand Displays



PANDORA Events

PANDORA jewelry offers something for everyone; whether it be a gift for a 
loved one, something for yourself or simply browsing for inspiration, you are 
sure to find that special something. 

PANDORA celebrates women by offering them the opportunity for personal 
expression through a universe of high quality, contemporary jewelry at af-
fordable prices. 

Each unique design passes through the hands of skilled craftspeople to bring 
women beautiful jewelry, hand-finished from sterling silver to 14K gold.  

PremStar Incentives Inc. can create customized PANDORA charms for events 
highlighting a company’s logo or particular theme. 
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Custom Charm Process 

We offer customized PANDORA charms to                
special markets - great for events, customer loyalty             
programs or employee incentives.   

Guidelines:
-PANDORA provides a wide selection of approved 
charms for engraving. 

Client must:
-Review and execute Terms and Conditions                   
Agreement
-Provide a signed Letter of Authorization for use of 
corporate logo, Trademark or other image prior to 
digital mock-up process
-Submit design concept for our in-house graphic 
design team to create a digital mock-up
-Review the mock-up (within 48 hours)
-Provide feedback for changes or approval
-Approve mock-up to begin production of physical 
sample 
(From date of approval, a physical sample will be 
shipped within 7-10 business days)

-MOQ: 50 pieces per design. 

-Production orders are shipped within 28 business 

days from approval of sample. 

Dangle Charm

Effervescence Charm

Smooth Heart Charm

Fascinating Glass Charm
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Ray-Ban Events 

PremStar Incentives Inc. is an authorized Ray-Ban Distributor in the 
U.S. & Canada within the Corporate, Premium, and Event channels.

Ray-Ban On-Site Events have been proven to boost team morale, reward                                                                

employees, and showcase client appreciation. PremStar’s event specialists create a         

Ray-Ban best-selling collection suited for your event’s demographic. Recipients truly 

enjoy the opportunity to select the sunglasses of their choice, adding a personalized 

touch to every event!
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Ray-Ban Packages

Non-Polarized Choices

Polarized Choices

Packages can be built to fit your budget
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Costa Del Mar Sunglasses

PremStar Incentives Inc. is proud to partner with Costa Del Mar. 

Costa builds the clearest sunglasses on the planet, for those who have devoted their lives 
to exploring every stretch bend and corner of the wild and watery world. 

Born on the Water, the Costa brand engineered the best sunglasses in the world.
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Foster Grant Brands

Foster Grant has a long, storied history that dates back to 1919 - from the boardwalk in 
Atlantic City to Who’s That Behind Those Foster Grants? Today, the brand offers               fash-
ionable, classic, driving,polarized, and sporty sunglasses. Popular Foster Grant brands 
include Gargoyles, Body Glove and Ironman Triathlon. Nobody sells more sunglasses in 
the US than Foster Grant. Every pair of Foster Grant sunglasses is equipped with Max-
Block 100% UVA-UVB lens protection and made with lightweight, durable materials, 
built for quality and value.
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Kenneth Cole Hangbag Events

PremStar Incentives Inc. is proud to be the exclusive distributor for Kenneth Cole and 
Kenneth Cole Reaction handbags for the Premium and Incentive channels. 

Kenneth Cole creates women’s designer handbags, crossbody bags, totes, clutches, and 
wallets. These fashion accessories are versatile, sophisticated, and fashionable featuring 
dynamic patterns, colors, and silhouettes. Kenneth Cole events are a turn-key solution for 
a high-perceived gift at an affordable price.
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Ginsu Brands
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Ginsu Custom

Ginsu Brands laser etches and pad prints custom designs on their cutting boards 
and wide array of knives and sets. These personalized items create a unique gifting                                     
experience for sales incentives, corporate events, and reward programs.  
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LAGOS

Lagos makes strong jewelry of understated lasting power, that transcends generations 

and the phases of life. The luminous caviar beading brings texture to sterling silver and 

18k gold, transforming these metals into iconic jewelry that is as captivating as it is 

wearable. It takes hundreds of steps, and a keen eye, to complete a single caviar creation. 

The process always begins with a hand-drawn sketch by Steven Lagos, whose belief is 

that every piece of jewelry is as bold as the woman who wears it.
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Bronte Moon 

Founded in 1837 and with roots in apparel, Bronte by Moon operates from the last re-
maining vertical woolen mill in Great Britain, with a reputation for consistent quality and 
innovative design for the last 180 years. Going from undyed fleece to finished product 
they dye, spin, weave, and create stunning fabrics. Bronte Moon imports and distributes 
these luxury wool interior and fashion accessories for both men and women. 

Alpaca Wool
From the highest plains 
of the Peruvian Andes,              
Alpaca wool is a durable 
luxurious, and silky fibre. It 
is celebrated for its warmth 
and hypoallergenice qual-
ities. 

Merino Wool
Made from the very finest 
Merino Lambswool, these 
ultra soft scarfs, wraps, 
and throws are vibrant in 
classic check designs and 
contemporary colors.  
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THYMES BRANDS

Nearly 30 years ago, Thymes was founded by two 
friends with a mutual curiosity and a common desire 
to make something meaningful and beautiful. Since 
then, the company has created a wide assortment 
of beautiful and creative candles and fragrances.

Masters and mavens in the world of 
fragrance and design for over 20 years. 

Each beautiful piece is hand-poured in 
Mississippi using eco-friendly practices 
and the highest quality materials.
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Arccos and Fizzics

The Arccos Golf Performance Tracking System records every shot a golfer makes,   
analyzes the data in real time and reveals strengths and weaknesses to enhance                      

on-course decision-making.

Fizzics uses patent-pending fluid and sound technology to transform your canned or 
bottled beer into beer that tastes like it’s fresh from the tap.
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GoSmile & Hampton Sun

Like a spa treatment for your mouth— GO SMILE’s luxury toothpastes and pain-free teeth 

whitening products offer that “just brushed” feeling after using any product, making     

every session gratifying. GO SMILE products are clinically proven to whiten smiles 4x 

faster and 10x brighter than other teeth whitening products.

Hampton Sun is more than simply products, but rather a state of mind. From the       

moment you apply their sunscreen, you’ll feel like you’ve been transported to paradise, 

be it the Hamptons, St. Barts or your own backyard.   
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Health & Beauty

NuVega is a completely 
vegan serum conditioner 
for your eyelashes that help 
them grow longer and 
stronger.

Advanced Lash is a high          
performing, luxury formula 
that takes lashes to the next 
level. Helps grow longer, 
thicker lashes in just weeks.

EvoBeaute is a new line of revolutionary 
beauty products. Whether for lashes, brows 
or lips, each formulation for every product 
is lead by a team of Technicians, Scientists, 
and Doctors

Superior On-Demand 
Male Virility

Superior On-Demand 
Testosterone Booster
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Notes


